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Crimping pliers for insulated crimp cable lugs

INFO
Crimping pliers for insulated crimp cable lugs

Insulated cable lugs and crimp cable lugs are crimped in an oval form. 

The coloured marking of the wire cross section to the insulated cable 
lug is defined in DIN 46245, Parts 1, 2 and 3.

          Red => stands for 0.5 to 1 mm²
          Blue => stands for >1.5 to 2.5 mm²
          Yellow => stands for >2.5 to 6 mm²

As the cable lug is rolled from a metal sheet, attention should be paid 
to the position of the butted edge. It should be in the middle of the 
top profile. If it is on the side, the edge opens up and the wire is not 
gastight or adequately clamped.

Crimping pliers
for insulated crimp cable lugs, short construction, 20% angled handy form, 
with locking device, with adjustable crimp pressure, oval pressing

Art. no. kg PU
210845 0,343 1

mm²
0,08 - 2,5

Crimping pliers
for insulated crimp cable lugs, with locking device, with adjustable crimp 
pressure, chrome plated, oval pressing

Art. no. kg PU
210761 0,566 1

mm²
0,5 - 6

Crimping pliers
for shrink connectors, with locking device, with adjustable crimp pressure, 
chrome plated, oval pressing

Art. no. kg PU
211695 0,566 1

mm²
0,5 - 10

for insulated cable lugs and connectors, 100% parallel crimp, precision crimp, 
handle force: 5 kN, small compact construction, life span: 50,000 crimp cycles,
oval pressing

Art. no. kg PU
213090 0,578 1

Ø
0,1 - 6

Crimping pliers
for insulated crimp cable lugs, lever translated version for better transmission 
of force, with unlockable locking mechanism, oval pressing

Art. no. kg PU
210827 0,472 1

mm²
10 - 16

Crimping pliers
for insulated crimp cable lugs with wire-and bolt-cutters and wire stripper with 
threaded bolt-cutter, oval pressing

Art. no. kg PU
210802 0,178 1

mm²
0,5 - 6

Combi-Crimping pliers
for insulated and uninsulated crimp cable lugs and connectors from 0.5 - 6 
mm², C 45, cutting edges induction hardened, with wire-and bolt-cutters and 
wire stripper with threaded bolt-cutter, oval pressing

Art. no. kg PU
210808 0,198 1

mm²
0,75 - 6

HUPcompact „HC01”

Ring terminals

Round terminals

Round sleeves

Butt connectors

Fork terminals Shrinkable connectors

Flat terminals Socket sleeves (female)

Round pins Socket sleeves (male)

Parallel connectors End connectors

Butted edge




